About ATTEND

Why “ATTEND”?

I have often been asked if the word “ATTEND” has special meaning. Over the past two decades, I have been involved with many electronic components such as semiconductor, connector, and cable. These components have to be used by customers in their projects, which create our opportunities to sell.

Therefore, I profoundly realize that the most important thing of a successful enterprise in this industry is to proactively take part in the customers’ product design. As a result, “attend your business”, “attend your project”, are the common faith of our team.

Furthermore, “attend” contains positive and active implications, so I choose “ATTEND” as our brand name. It is not only our principle, but also our promise to customers.

What is “Connect to Your Success”?

During the growth of ATTEND, we fully understand the importance of long-term relationships between customers and us. We cannot survive alone in the environment of electronics components industrial. Only when our customers achieve their goal can we have the opportunities to success.

“Connect to Your Success” is our business philosophy. Everything we do, we do it for your success.

Brand Identity

Innovation
We are ATTEND, everything we do starts with our core value: “Innovation”.

Partnership
ATTEND makes an important step to collaborate and build reliable partnerships, and to keep moving forward with our faith.

Attentive
As we enter a new decade of growth & prosperity, we will keep our principle of being “Attentive” and deliver our promise through a whole new “ATTEND’s Way”.

Our Specialties

Connector
As a professional connectivity solutions provider, ATTEND is your one-stop total solution provider with our complete range of connector products for various applications. Our specialty is in networking and consumer applications, in which we are able to provide not only high quality products in a timely manner, but also new professional service models that makes us your most reliable partner.

Cable Assembly
Our cable assembly solutions provide the advantage of customization service and design-in research & development which enables early involvement + higher success rate for your innovative projects. In addition, ATTEND is also equipped with advanced tooling technology & state of the art manufacturing facilities which enables the realization of innovative products and help our customers gain a competitive edge in the market.
Connect to Your Success

ATTEND is your most trustworthy partner and your first choice for innovative connectivity solutions.

ATTEND is dedicated to provide the world-class connectivity solutions. Our value proposition is built upon on the core principle of "Connect to Your Success". This is a common goal we share with our customers. This guiding principle drives us to develop integrated service innovations, which enables us to win in every promising market, and to connect every success in the networking business.
I/O Connector

USB 3.0

USB 3.0 A Type Plug
Middle Board mount SMT Type
209A-SG03
USB 3.0 A Type Receptacle
Middle Board Mount DIP Type
209B-DG02
USB 3.0 A Type Receptacle
209G-CAN0, USB3.0x2
USB 3.0 B Type Receptacle
DIP Standard Type
209F-DG01

Micro USB 3.0

Micro USB 3.0 B Type Receptacle
SMT Standard Type / Shell DIP
209E-BE01

Mini USB

Mini USB 2.0 A Type
202F-FGT0-R, Receptacle, SMT Standard
202C-FDN0-RA1, Receptacle, SMT Middle
Mini USB 2.0 B Type
202A-FBNR-R03, Receptacle, SMT Standard
202B-FBT0-R01, Receptacle, SMT Middle
202B-RBT0-R01, Reverse, SMT Middle
202D-FBN0-R, Vertical Receptacle, DIP
202G-Vertical, 202H-R/A DIP

USB 2.0

USB 2.0 A Type Plug
205A-DANA-R, DIP Standard Type
205A-SBN0-R05, SMT Standard Type
205A-SBN0-R08, SMT, Middle Type
USB 2.0 A Type Receptacle
205B-DAN0-R, Standard Type
205C-DAN0-R02, Vertical Type
205F-DAN0-R, Frank Type
USB 2.0 A Type Receptacle
205G-AAN0-RA2, Dual Port
205G-EAN0, Trip Port
205G-FAN0, Dual Port Middle
USB 2.0 B Type Receptacle
205D-DAN0-R, Right Angle DIP
205D-SAN0-R, Right Angle SMT
205E-DAN0-R, Vertical DIP
205E-SAN0-R, Vertical SMT
202B-MDN0-R, Plug, SMT, Middle
202E-MGN0-R01, Plug, DIP, Middle

Multi Port

USB 2.0 + E-SATA
205I-ME01
USB 2.0 + HDMI
205I-HE01, DB9, 45
USB 2.0 + R45
205I-HE01, DB9, 45
USB 3.0 + R45
205I-HE01, DB9, 45

Micro USB 2.0

Micro USB 2.0 Receptacle
SMT Standard
207E-BG00-R, B Type
207E-BA00-RA1, B Type
Micro USB 2.0 Receptacle
SMT Standard
207A-ABA0-R, AB Type
207A-BBA0-R, B Type
Micro USB 2.0 Receptacle
Vertical Type / Shell SMT
207E-BE00 209F-BG00

Mini USB 2.0

Mini USB 2.0 A Type Plug
202F-FGT0-R, Receptacle, SMT Standard
202C-FDN0-RA1, Receptacle, SMT Middle
Mini USB 2.0 B Type
202A-FBNR-R03, Receptacle, SMT Standard
202B-FBT0-R01, Receptacle, SMT Middle
202D-FBN0-R, Vertical Receptacle, DIP
202G-Vertical, 202H-R/A DIP

USB 2.0+ E-SATA
205I-ME01
USB 2.0 + HDMI
205I-HE01, DB9, 45
USB 2.0 + R45
205I-HE01, DB9, 45
USB 3.0 + R45
205I-HE01, DB9, 45

New
**Pogo Pin**

### Contact Configuration
- **A code**
- **B code**
- **C code**
- **D code**
- **P code**

**Receptacle**
- **Solder Type**
  - Male: 216A-05MAR
  - Female: 216A-05MAR
- **Plug in Type**
  - Male: 216A-05MAR
  - Female: 216A-05MAR
- **Fly Type**
  - Male: 216A-05MAR
  - Female: 216A-05MAR
- **Bending Type**
  - Male: 216A-05MAR
  - Female: 216A-05MAR

**Plug for Cable**
- **Overmolded with Cable, Male**: 216A-05MAR
- **Overmolded with Cable, Female**: 216A-05MAR
- **Installed with Cable, Male**: 216A-05MAR
- **Installed with Cable, Female**: 216A-05MAR

**Board to Board**
- **Plug in Type**
  - Male: PH 0.5mm, H=3mm, 8, 16, 30, 50, 80 pins
  - Female: PH 0.5mm, H=4mm
- **Flip Type**
  - Male: PH 0.5mm, H=3mm, 8, 16, 30, 50, 80 pins
  - Female: PH 0.5mm, H=4mm
- **Fly Type**
  - Male: PH 0.5mm, H=3mm, 8, 16, 30, 50, 80 pins
  - Female: PH 0.5mm, H=4mm

**FPC**
- **Horizontal**
  - Overmolded with Cable, Male: 216A-05MAR, PH 0.5mm, H=3mm
  - Overmolded with Cable, Female: 216A-05MAR, PH 0.5mm, H=3mm
- **Middle Board**
  - Male: 216A-05MAR, PH 0.5mm, H=1.5mm
- **Vertical**
  - Male: 216A-05MAR, PH 0.5mm, H=3mm
  - Female: 216A-05MAR, PH 0.5mm, H=3mm

---

13. Contact Configuration

14. Board to Board
World Class Cable Assembly Solutions

Our Core Competence

Communication
Our well-trained R&D personnel and professional engineers can not only clearly understand your requirement, but also provide you the most appropriate solution.

One-stop package service
During the period from prototype to mass production, ATTEND can provide the variety of wire, molding, PCB components.

Molding
- Component Material: PVC, TPE, PU
- Cable
  - Insulation: PP, PE, PVC, SR-PVC, Hytrel, TPE
  - Jack Material: PVC, TPE, PU
- Format: Coiled Cable, Flat Cable, Custom Material

Specialty
- Waterproof, Anti oil, Anti UV

Logistic
ATTEND’s superior international logistics management can rise the efficiency of manufacture, stock and shipment. Therefore, you can enjoy a faster and more stable delivery process.

Problem-solving & Customer Service
Our clients will get response in 24 hour, and realize the crux of the problem very soon. Moreover, we will provide 8D report to help you solve the problem thoroughly.

Testing
We can provide various testing reports of prototype on demand. With the following tests, we have competence to improve the prototype’s format, function, and lower its costs.

Quality Declaration
We have confidence that our clients have a great purchasing experience with us. You are our precious partner. Your success is the catalyst to ours.
How We Customize Cable Assemblies

We can satisfy all your demand for cable assembly, including design, manufacture, and even after-sale service. We welcome you to talk about your any idea related to cable.

01. Sketch
Idea derives from your requirement. At the beginning of a project, we provide the draft for developing the solution to your requirement.

02. Design
Our in-house engineering design team will complete the schematic according to your requirement.

03. Prototype
After the schematic confirmed by both sides, we will embark on the prototype of cable molding.

04. Tool
With our in-house tool and die equipment for injection mold tooling, your lead-time and costs for getting final product will be shortened largely.

05. Manufacture
ATTEND is dedicated to setting up the standard of excellence in cable assembly manufacturing.

06. Test
We test repeatedly since we care. Our rigorous tests bring up high quality products.

07. Shipment
We promise our client to ship on time. Besides, our exclusive order notification will automatically inform the buyer before shipping.

08. Feedback
We materialize the partnership that we emphasise by giving our clients convenient feedback system and fast and comprehensive response.

We can satisfy all your demand for cable assembly, including design, manufacture, and even after-sale service. We welcome you to talk about your any idea related to cable.
Thank you